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All parents want their daughters to marry godly young men. But which qualities, specifically, should

they be looking for? What will you say when that certain young man sits down in your living room,

sweaty-palmed and tongue-tied, and asks your permission to marry your daughter? What criteria

should he meet before the two of them join together for life? What He Must Beâ€¦ If He Wants to

Marry My Daughter outlines ten qualities parents should look for in a son-in-law, including

trustworthiness, a willingness to lead his family, an understanding of his wife's role, and various

spiritual leadership qualities. Author Voddie Baucham follows up on his popular book Family Driven

Faith with this compelling apologetic of biblical manhood. By studying the principles outlined in his

book, parents who want their daughter to marry a godly man-as well as those who want their sons

to become godly men-will be well equipped to help their children look for and develop these

God-honoring qualities.
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This is a book every father, or father to be, needs to read. You do not have to have a daughter to

read this book as it speaks to the issue of marriage and how as parents we need to be integral in

the process of finding a spouse for our children. This is not by arranging marriages but making sure

we do more than simply stand by and give empty approval. We need to raise sons worthy of

marriage to our daughters and to raise daughters that know what God calls for in a spouse.As with

most reviews there is only so much one can cover and I cannot encourage you to read this book

enough. There may be things that are counter cultural, such as seeing dating as detrimental to



marriage, but that is not because the conclusion stated are wrong but because we are so influenced

by current practices that anything foreign to them seem wrong. Many times choices need to speak

out and Voddie is one of those voices.We are called not simply to bring forth daughters and sons

into the world but to be used by God to mold them and then send them off in an appropriate

manner. All too often in an effort to not appear to be "old fashioned" or out of touch with the present

we send our daughters off to fend for themselves instead of being the father God calls us to be.

Voddie sets forth not only sound advice but sound advice grounded in scripture. Scripture needs to

be sought after not only for salvation but it is also sufficient for leading us in raising sons worthy of

marring our daughters and daughters worthy to marry our sons.I asked my sons the other day if

they were the type of men that would be worthy husbands for their sister.

Ask Voddie Baucham how to best prepare for leadership and ministry and he may tell you to get

married and have children. You may be wondering what that has to do with helping your daughter

choose a suitor. The answer is that it has everything to do with helping your daughter choose a

suitor. This book is directed at Christian parents, especially fathers. As followers of Christ it is the

father's duty to lead and minister in his own home first. If you aren't sure what this looks like, you

may want to consider for yourself the qualities Voddie suggests we should be looking for in our

daughter's future husband and instilling in our sons who will most likely be husbands themselves

some day.The first part of the book lays the groundwork for the vision and thought behind these

counter-cultural ideas. Chapter one expresses the need for fathers to have a Christ-centered

multigenerational vision that extends to the children, grandchildren and beyond. Chapter two

describes marriage as a ministry, explaining how marriage is a fertile training ground for future

church leaders as the Christian marriage illustrates the relationship of Christ and the church to a lost

and hurting world. Chapter three explains a father's role as he exercises gospel patriarchy.Chapters

four through eight lay out the qualities we should be looking for in our daughter's potential suitors

and instilling in our own sons.
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